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Shifting a bike to a far-flung place is a complex task. But you can simplify it to a great 

degree by choosing reliable Bike Shifting Services in Gurgaon. However, you must put 

them across certain questions before hiring their services to ensure that you are making 

the right choice. Here, we've mentioned 5 questions that you need to ask bike movers. 

Take a look:  

 
 

What Is Your Insurance Policy?  

Moving with an insured bike moving company is a must as the occurrence of mishaps 

during the transportation is a common thing. And so, you must move with a bike-mover 

that is insured and bonded.  

  

What Type Of Carrier Facility Do You Provide For Vehicle Transportation?  

Professional companies that offer Bike Shifting Services in Gurgaon provide both open-

air and enclosed vehicles and let their customers choose one as per their convenience. 

However, we recommend you ship your bike with an enclosed vehicle as it is a much 

safer and better option.  

 

How Do You Accept Payment?  

To be on the safer side, you must choose a bike-mover that gives both digital payment 

and COD (Cash on delivery) option facilities and doesn't demand any heavy upfront.  

 

https://www.movemycar.in/bike-shifting-services-in-gurgaon


Can The Quoted Rate Change?   

If you don't want to pay more than what was quoted, you should ask them if there are 

any additional charges or hidden fees. Otherwise, don't get surprised if you find wiggle 

room in the quote.  

 

Will You Provide Everything In Writing?  

Oral agreements are like empty vessels in business. Therefore, keeping everything in 

black and white is vital for a safe and sound move. 

 

Last Note: 

While there are many things to consider when choosing a vehicle moving company, the 

most significant thing is to use an authentic platform like MoveMyCar to connect with 

the best bike-mover and experience best Bike Transport Services in Gurgaon at 

competitive prices.  
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